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This should piss-off most. Who, but an ultimate narcissist already in hot water, Donald 
Trump, could be such a damn fool as to admit on video to passing around a highest 
security, National Defense Information invasion of Iran document? Then later, bumbling 
on FOX, comes across like a middle schooler explaining a handgun found in his locker.

Trump can't get out of his own way. He picked-up (on a recommendation from Sean 
Hannity), Mike Pompeo for Sec/State, as a peacemaker? He made William Barr, who 
is now ready to testify against him, as his AG?  Charged in South Florida, 'scene of the 
crime', where the 'right to speedy trial' is enforced, Trump finds himself without solid le-
gal representation (both lawyers recused themselves after the indictments were is-
sued), with a trial date 70 days from the day of the indictments. He is in the crosshairs.

With a glance in the direction of Julian Assange (who Trump ought to have par-
doned), who is also being charged under a 'deep state' tool, the Espionage Act, Trump 
needs to recognize the gravity of his situation and the inhumanity of his accusers. Is he 
relying on 'findings' that the indictments are 'politically-motivated election interference'?

Going after Trump, Biden (as he is doing in Ukraine), has shot his wad—and now 
he's in trouble. Americans, in a purported majority, see his family as 'influence ped-
dlers', trading the republic for profit. Along with Joe as an alleged 'traitorous grifter', his 
son, Hunter, now 'gifted an escape from justice', is seen as something of a monster.

There is no constitutional basis for a 'deep state'—no 3 letter agencies appear in the 
Constitution. But what does appear is the Executive and its Chief Operating Officer, the 
President of the United States. 3 letter executives exist at the president's pleasure—as 
information sources for the president. Truman created the CIA for his morning briefing.

We are told charges against Trump are serious, but are they—constitutional? Con-
sider that the CIA, formed post WW2 to 'brief' Truman, allegedly grew into the monster 
it has become, through 'drug profiteering'—to where, now, it can have the President 
charged and possibly convicted/incarcerated for divulging to the American public (or 
simply holding), an invasion plan for Iran, that by its very existence is unconstitutional?

A bigger problem is a US Government/agencies (while doing little that has a basis in 
'law'), operate using secrecy/redaction/limited immunity. A modern history of this nation 
is built around agencies lying to Congress and to the Executive, thinking they have a 
right/duty, to deceive America to protect unconstitutional, national security ideologies.



Truman disbanded what became the CIA after WW2 because they did a lousy job. 
But that did not stop them. They continued on (under Dulles brothers), pardoning high 
ranking Nazi SS officers, to carry out their extraconstitutional plans to maintain a Reich 
in Germany to fight communism. With this kind of legacy, agencies want  Trump in jail?

It's a sad thing that the few who could have cleaned house, Kennedy/Trump—didn't 
do it. Missed opportunity to call J. Edgar to the oval office to have Marines walk him to 
the gate. Or, the Dulles brothers arrested. Trump missed his Hillary grand jury moment.

After WW2, what became the CIA did not conform to its new role. Instead it allegedly  
'dealt drugs' using Mafia bosses Meyer Lansky and Lucky Luciano in the US, and Chi-
ang Kai-shek (Formosa/Taiwan), internationally. They couldn't do it with Mao because 
communists say no to drugs. But Chiang opted for the money, and the Mafia was all in.

It's always the way of it: you start out with a 'great little republic' until power brokers 
(such as: CIA—a 'terror organization with roots in drug trafficking'?), take it away from 
you. And they don't care how they do it. On their own (through secrecy) they support 
'regime change'; they attempted to keep the 3rd Reich 'up and running'; they bring (al-
most vanquished) heroin back—to addict/kill off the US 'jazz scene'—for fun and profit.

This they do because they have no ethics or humanity—as in the heartless devasta-
tion they now inflict on Ukraine, and actions against January 6th 'victims' (protesters) 
being nothing more than another coup, patterned on Ukraine Maidan. There 'crony' 
protesters, taking over government buildings, were depicted as heroic, and through 
force of arms, US taxpayer funding, hubris and lies, a duly-elected president was de-
posed in favor of a stooge. Now they're playing-out that same movie on Donald Trump.

We hear Trump is in for it this time. Maybe so. He is for sure his worst enemy, with a 
level of bravado that at the wrong times is totally out of control. That said, politics is an 
ugly business, and Trump, being  Trump, is preferable to the 'horror' that is the 'left'.
 Trump is an American nationalist, which for anyone with active brains cells is prefer-
able to 'global collectivism'. But, in a larger sense, the issue here is a distinction be-
tween AI and humanity. AI is intelligence without humanity, as opposed to human be-
ings with discernible levels of ethics as it relates to human values. 'Leftist' power-bro-
kers are soul-less, heartless/cunning, while Trump, 'warts and all', is a human being.

The 'only' thing an American president can offer us now is to seek peace with adver-
saries, avoiding an unnecessary/insane WW3. Even if all we get from that is to stay 
home watching our economy collapse without added annoyance of mushroom clouds.

What is likely to play out here? Rachel Maddow will not have her dream come true, 
that Trump, for a 'get our of jail free' card agrees to not run (apparently 'the left' doesn't 
know who Trump is). Also, dems have likely overplayed their hand, solidifying Trump 
as the likely Republican candidate—who, by law, can both run and govern from prison.

Whatever his faults, Trump's concern is for the nation and its citizens. For his AI ad-
versaries, peril looms. Biden gets to preside over the US economic collapse and, either 
loses the war in Ukraine, or, as the prime instigator of endless war—or a quick WW3.   

Now, an unpopular Biden has to deal with losing to another Kennedy, Robert Jr., 
running as a peace candidate, insisting his father/Uncle Jack were offed—by the CIA.

Biden faces the farce of pardoning only his family, or in a show of false magnanimity, 
pardons everyone: Assange/Snowden/Trump. More likely, Trump's bluster doesn't end 
the Ukrainian war in "24 hours"—but he finds a way to do it. Then he pardons himself.
   Contrarians can get my articles by email, with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com
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